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OFFICINE RIGAMONTI
La qualità di mano in mano.

0600 • 3/8”-1/2”
DISCHARGING FAUCETS “VID’O’”

HYDRAULIC FEATURES
The VID’O discharge tap is used to manually discharge water from radiators or heaters. This operation can be carried out by removing the 
small valve, on which there is a discharge hose, which has a rotational design especially for applying a water conveyor pipe, in order to make 
rotation unnecessary when using the small valve. The double security renders it reliable and assures a perfect seal on the rest of the tap during 
discharge. The knurled plug assists in achieving a tight seal, covering all of the mechanical parts of the tap.

DESIGN
Brass Body EN 12164 - CW614N
Other components in brass EN 12164 - CW614N
Static O-ring washers in NBR RUBBER
Dynamic O-ring washers in EPDM RUBBER (peroxide-cured)
STAINLESS STEEL Spring EN 10088-14310 (AISI 302)

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Pressure:
Maximum allowable working pressure (PN) 10 bar
Temperature:
Working temperature (TS)   from 0°C (excluding ice) to +110 °C
Compatible fluids:
Heat transfer fluids in compliance with Italian national standards (UNI 8065 § 6)
Glycolate solutions (glycol)   50%
Threading:
Pipeline connection    Threads according to ISO 228/1
Requirements and tests as per:
Seat tightness    Test P12 - EN 12266-1
Shell tightness    Test P11 - EN 12266-1

PRODUCT CODES
0600.012 male 3/8”
0600.015 male 1/2”

CONNECTION: MALE
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0600 • 3/8”-1/2”
DISCHARGING FAUCETS “VID’O’”

CONNECTION: MALE

FEATURES

Dn D H a
3/8” Ø26,5 39,5 8,5

1/2” Ø26,5 39,5 8,5
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